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ABSTRACT 
30 modelling is a three-stage process: Fir. t, obtain dat l !Ull · 
second, use the computer to interact with it, just as manipul dug a ~-eu1l Q1 ~· et~ but without 
annoyances like gravity and material strength· and third. output or ~·to~ th~ modified 
data. Or, the data might subsequently be made 'real' again by automatically fabricating 
an object using. Deriving a solar system is much challenging as it involves creation of 
nine different sizes of planets, obtaining the images that can be combined to form a 
realistic 30 meshes, importing the sound files that can pronounce the name of the planets 
and provide physically-valid movements for the planets. 
In this Virtual Solar System's project, the goal is to create the interest for the younger 
generation especially in the primary school the exi ting of Virtual Reality world nnd to 
provide some basic information pertaining all the planets. 
The methods used to create this animated JD-model of the Solar ystcm arc u follov s: - 
• Data Acquisition - This includes obtaining colour-textured image. of all the 
nine planets as well as recording and editing the pronunciation of a h plan t. 
• Building the 30 model - This include creation of various size for a.11 the 
planet . 
• olour - Texture Mapping- This includes setting and properly aligning the 
2D textured data onto th D model. 
• Animation This includes er ·ating of revolving movement for the planets 
around th · un, 
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CHAPTER 1 INTl{ODUCTION 
1.0 PRO.IECT OVERVIEW 
The Virtual Solar System is a Virtual Reality appli ation. It was designed to allow user to 
navigate in the YR world. The Virtual Solar S stem consists of the Sun and all the 
objects that orbit around it. So far we know of nine planets in the Solar System which 
include Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. 
The user not only can view the revolving movement of the planets around the Sun, they 
can also listen to the pronunciation of each planet and view the basic information of nil 
the planets (example. name). This will create the interest of the amazing virtual r alit 
world into the younger generation especially tho e in the primary school. 
I.I WHAT IS VRML? 
This project is about to create a Virtual Reality Modelling Language VRML model to 
imulate the Solar Sy tern in 3D view. The procedure to create the ph ical mod I o a 
Solar System and a specimen is detailed in this report. o that user can realised that all 
the objects are in 3 dimension. 
Virtual Reality (VR) refer' to technology used to provide cornputer-ba cd e pcnen " 
that rnimi · real "xr •ri nc iThe two primnr characteri ti of u he· rien ear th tit 
is thrce-dimcnsionnt and thut we con inte uct with it. Sound i al ode irabl . h 
or· referr d to a ''\ orld ". he lie 
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have the extension ". wrl''. The virtual user that repr s mt 
called an "avatar". 
VRML is an ASCll-based language u ed to de cribe VR ' orlds. Like HTML, it is an 
open, non-proprietary language that can be used b anyone without licensing. The 
f nternational Standardization Organization (ISO) has officially adopted VRML. It 
supports text, graphics, animations, and audio. VRML browsers render VR worlds on the 
fly, an approach that permits the interactivity that VR demands. The behavior of the VR 
content may be triggered or modified by the user's interaction. 
VRML provides the technology that integrates thee dimensions, two dimensions, text and 
multimedia into a coherent model. It functions most effective 30 file im rehang format 
on Internet. This means that VRML serves as a simple, multi-platform language for 
publishing 30 Web pages. 
1.1.2 The History of VRML 
In this thesis, I am using the VRML2.0 standard, which provides an ideal olution to 
platform independent 3D modelling. However before revealing the powerful feature of 
VRML, it is important to know briefly why and how the VRML tandard e olve and the 
VRML community which ha done a great deal in the development of the tandard and 
in promoting VRML to make it u univer 'al tandard. 
In I 94, Mu k P s , wa • invited to pre· nt u pa] r Ill the ir t Intern tional onf r n e 
on the World Wid • W ·b. Pc ee ind partner Ton Parisi had developed Labyrinth a 
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prototype three-dimensional interface to the Web. Hi~ l 
scene descriptions. Work on the VRML sp ificauon b ~n lm1, ooia ~1 ~ f~Uowing the 
WWW Conference. Consequently, an electroni mailing li t '' s set up to assist in the 
discussion of the specification for VRML. Within a month there were over a thousand 
members. The list membership quickly agreed upon a set of requirements for VRML: 
platform independence; extensibility; and the ability to work over low-bandwidth (14.4 
kBps modem) connections. 
After much deliberation, the proto-VRML community selected the Open Inventor AS 1l 
File Format from Silicon Graphics, lnc. as the basis of VRML. The Inventor file Format 
supports complete descriptions of 30 scenes with geometry, lighting, materials Dus •r 
interface widget , and viewers. It has all of the feature that developers need to rent 
highly interactive 3D applications, as well as an existing tools base with n wide instullc i 
presence. A subset of the Inventor File Format, with extensions to upport networking, is 
the underpinning of VRML. Rikk Carey and Gavin Bell adapted the Inventor File -ormat 
for VRML with extensive input from the www-vrml mailing li t, and the upport of 
Silicon Graphics Lnc. 
Some of the leading technical experts on the VRML mail list then formed the VRML 
Architecture · roup (VAG). The VA ' goal was to foster consen u in the VRML 
community in order to develop a scalable fully interactive tandard for 30 hared 
world . Th fir 'l meetin • of the VA was h Id August .I 9 in I alf M n c '· The 
ec nd m • ting was held ctober 199 , in on truct's off es in an Fran i . It at 
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::0, 'he third 
meeting was held in February 1996 in Tntervi ta's offi es in~ !Wm sis t{) discuss the 
process relating to the VRML 2.0 RFP. During thi meeting the VAG proposed a formal 
process for the selection of a YR.ML 2.0 specification. The fourth meeting, in March 
1996, was a return to Half Moon Bay. The VAG re iewed the RFP polling results and 
unanimously agreed that the Moving Worlds proposal would officially become the 
working document for VRML 2.0. 
On August 4, 1996, the official VRML 2.0 Specification was released at Siggraph 96 in 
New Orleans. At the fifth VAG meeting in New Orleans, the VAG finalised the formal 
announcement of the YRML 2.0 Specification, agreed to issue Rf P for a compress ahl 
binary format and an external authoring interface to the VRML 2.0 specification und 
initiated the formation of the VRML Consortium. 
1.1.3 The VRML World 
A VRML world is made up of lots of simple shapes, such as cones and spheres, grouped 
together to form objects. The more hape in the file the more detailed the world but nt a 
cost of increasing the file size and the time tak n by the browser to di play the world. 
One reason why VRM in particular and virtual reality in general ha become more 
accessible recently is the increasing availability of relatively Jow o t, fa t graphi ard 
and D u .celerator hips, whi ·h allow .ornpl .. x worlds to be drawn quicker. 
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To animate the environment in a Web browser, a plu -in 1~ fl§()eSSa,. i 1ft€ VllML 
browser. Nowadays, VRML browsers are alread di tributed with some Web browsers, 
e.g. Netscape Navigator 4.x and Microsoft In emet Explorer 6.x. Alternatively these 
plug-in are accessible for free download from various lnternet sites (e.g. Platinum: 
Cosmo Player Plugs In 2. 1. 1 ). 
A VRML browser interprets any '.wrl'-files, which the Web browser has downloaded via 
HTTP protocol from the Web. A 3D scenery is created from this file, which is presented 
in a rectangular area of the browser window. The 20 viewpoint into the 31) world is 
predefined during initialization. However, the user can change any viewpoints with the 
help of VRML browsers' the control panel. This allows any possible navigation throu ih 
the 3D VRML world. As VRML 2.0 supports animation and en ory, the us r · n 
interact with objects in the 'virtual environment'. 
1.1.4 What is behind the VRML browser? 
The browser uses 30 graphical libraries of the computer system uch as pen or 
Direct3D to pre ent 3D visualization on creen. Beyond this oftware librari hardwar 
acceleration for 30 calculation are supported. if available. 
The 3 enery description in a '.wrl' fil i set up in a hierarchical rder. hi hierar hv 
i r called 'seen" ruph'; it i~ ubdivided into group and shapes. hapes (and Ii ht 
and e en soun J build a tr ee-like structure or objects, which ha a par nt- hild-r lati n. 
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In other words, the VRML file is a list of nodes, whi ·h ·n11 'lP €1 
nodes, grouping nodes and child nodes. 
Without stressing syntactical aspect of VRML too mu h the ~oneept gf grtmping nodes 
should be explained here a little bit more preci el . On top of the 'Scene Graph' hierarchy 
we find grouping nodes, which manipulate subordinated child nodes (and other 
subordinated grouping nodes). At the very end of the branch there are elementary object 
nodes defining shapes like cylinders and spheres. 
Any modification of higher-level nodes (e.g. rotation operations) reproduces themselves 
via child nodes towards the objects (principle of descent). 
1.2 PROPOSED CREDULE FOR TOE PROJECT 
To facilitate that the whole project runs on time, a schedule is proposed to foresee the 
smooth running of the development of the whole system. The draft of the prop sed 
schedule is drawn using a Gantt chart for a good look of the timcline proposed. Below is 
drawn a systematic timeline for building the Virtual olar S stem. 
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MONTH/ AUG SEP 0 T NOV n~~ ]AN FEB 
ASSlGNMENT 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2004 2004 
Literature Review 
System Analysis 
System Design 
Coding/Prototype 
Testing 
Documentation 
_ _I ___ 
hart I: Proposed antt chart for th Project Sch .dul 
A project schedule is planned to ensure the smooth running and implementation of this 
project. The project is planned such that it will involve con tant developing o that th 
whole project will be developed following a planed schedule. The schedule is planned 
such that it coordinate all the aspects of the project so that it will b fini hcd b th 
propo ed time allotted. 
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CHAPTER 2 LlTERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
Today, in order to create an interesting and effective 3D modelling, it needs to have the 
following basic requirements: 
• The model must be realistic. It must be able to accurately represent the physical 
shapes and appearances of the virtual. 
• The model must be useful and it must be able to be exported to other application 
that demands its use. The model should be portable, in the formats that can b 
used by different applications, and scalable, for it to interact with possibly other 
scenarios and models in such applications. 
• The model must be cost- effective. It is not an easy task to obtain n model that is 
both low in cost, in terms of time and resource. However, for a model to be 
effective used, it must be readily reproducible. 
• The model must be simple and ea y for the user to navigat in the irtual 
environment. 
2.1 FEATURE ANO ON EPTS OF VllML 
In this session, a brief overview of ome powerful features will be discus ed togeth r 
with examples in helping tor in for c th concepts. Most f th· featur de ribed h r 
are used within the implementation of the project. 
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2.2 VRML FILE 
build shapes, the position of the shap s their colour tc. Th ei\t n,·i@n @fVR_ML file is 
.wrl. When a browser reads a VRML file, it builds the world described in that file, and as 
you move around, the browser draws the world. Normally VRML file contains these 
items: 
The VRML header 
• Prototypes 
• Shapes, interpolators, sensors and script 
• Routes 
• Nodes 
• Fields and field values 
• Defined node names 
• User node names 
• Comments 
The VRMl, Header 
The VRML header is needed in all VRML files. lt provides information to browsers the 
type of the files. For example, consider the header below: 
#VRML V2.0 utf8 
1 his header means that the Ille is a VRML file, complaint with version 2. of th> VRML 
specification and th" file is using the international TF~8 haracter et. 
10 
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Nodes 
A VRMT file contains nodes that describe the properti ~:ii flf,: " a·"" 't i1!. h@rea.re 
nodes describing shapes, colours lights, viewpoints po itL n ~<1<0,~ta\:@1' @t@, Usually, a 
node contains the type name of node. and a number of fields which describes the 
attributes of the node. For example, consider he e ·ample node below: 
Cylinder { 
Height 5.0 
radius 2.0 
} 
As shown, this node describes a cylinder object with field's height and radius. Both fields 
have numerical values assigned which specify the values of the associated fields. Note 
that fields are optional within nodes since each field has a default value that is used by 
the browser if a value is not specified. For example, a default cylinder has a radius of 1 
unit and height of 2 units. 
Node Names 
The nodes can be given names. The advantage is that when a node is given a name it can 
be re-used in the world if nece sary without having to d fine another obje t with the 
amc attributes. This can save the proce ·sing time since only the original object is 
processed. This can also make updating ea y throughout the world since if the riginal 
object is changed, the other instances which use the original will al o be changed, in tead 
or going through nil obje l and mak • modification . For example, to define a name f r 
the ylinder node: 
11 
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DEi~ my_cylinder Cylinder ] ... } 
And in making an instance of mycylinder we an use th~'' 1 
USE my_cylinder 
Describing Shapes 
A VRML shape has geometry, that defines its 3-D structure, and it has an appearance 
based on material, colour and texture. These attributes are represented by two fields, 
geometry and appearance in a Shape node. In VRML, several primitive shape geometries 
are predefined, such as box, cylinder, cone and sphere, which can be used straightaway. 
These basic shapes can be used to create more complex objects. However these objects 
have to be grouped in order to do so. Consider the following simple YRML example, 
which create a simple hut: 
#YRML Y2.0 utf8 
Group { 
children [ 
# Draw the hut walls 
Shape { 
appearance D F Brown Appearance { 
material Material { 
diffu ~ olor 0.6 0.4 0.0 
} 
12 
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} 
geometry .ylinder { 
height 2.0 
radius 2.0 
13 
} 
} ' 
# Draw the hut roof 
Transform { 
translation 0.0 2.0 0.0 
children Shape { 
appearance USE Brown 
geometry Cone { 
height 2.0 
bottomRadius 2.5 
} 
} 
} 
} 
In this example, one cylinder and a cone is used to build the hut. Moreover, this two 
shapes arc grouped together using Group } node. Note that the node that group t g th r 
the group s hape is called the par int. The shapes that make up the group are called its 
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children. A group can have as many children within as pt';,~: 
have other groups as children as well. 
VRML Space 
Since VRML deals with 30 building space, 30 coordinate system is required. The three 
axis, X,Y and Z are hence defined in VRML. In the 30 space, Xis positive to the right, Y 
is positive upward, and Z is positive toward you in the space. 
Events and Routes 
VRML provides suitable resources for making the objects within a world dynamic. For 
example, a box within a world may move with a mouse click, trigger a sound and so on. 
ln this case, wiring instructions are required. Wiring involves a pair of nodes to wire 
together, and also a wiring route, or path, between the two nodes. When a rout ·is built 
between two nodes, one node can send information to the other nodes through the route. 
The information sent is called an event, which usually includes floating-point alue 
colour values, or 30 coordinate values. A more complex dynamic world can be built by 
routing multiple nodes together. 
Node Inputs and 0\1tputs 
ln order to send and receive events, some points within a node has to be able to connect 
to the outside. Most of the VRML nodes can be wired. or example, node that create 
lights have an input jack for turning them on and off If this jack is wired, then the 
witching of the li ht. can be controlled. Some nodes may have m re than ne input and 
14 
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output jacks as well, so that different attributes can h 
input jack is called an eventln whi h send. events whik,' ~ ~1, lH~· ,ti·~ 1§@alled an 
eventOut, which simply receive events from the oth r @nd of ilie ¥ifi· ~, 
Wiring Routes 
A VRML circuit is built by describing a route from the eventOut of the sending node to 
the eventln of the receiving node. When the first node activates the route by sending an 
event, the event travel to the second route through the route, and the node reacts. The 
type of reaction depends on several factors: 
• The type of node receiving the event 
• The node eventln to which the route is wired 
• The type and the values of the event 
• The current activities of the node 
For example, when an event TRUE is sent to the eventln of a light node, and if the light 
is on already, no changes occur. However, if the light is previously turned off, it will be 
turned on by this event. 
2.2.1 Building predefined hapes 
As mentioned in the previous session, shape has geometry and appearance, both defined 
by a Shape node. A shape s e act geometry and appearan e are controlled b the choi e 
of nodes and b the fluid value· of the ·e nodes. There are several basic obje ts predefined 
by VRML that 'E\n be u cd in hape node. These object include Box ne -linder 
15 
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change the dimensions of the objects. The appearan 
Appearance and Material nodes. 
The Shape Node 
The Shape node has the following syntax: 
Shape { 
appearance NULL # exposedField SFNode 
geometry NULL # exposedField SFNode 
} 
The value of the geometry can be changed by routing an event to the exposed field's 
implied set_geometry eventln. When an event is received, the geometry field is set, and 
the new geometry can be sent out through the geometry_ changed eventOut. The 
geometry field value can be an Appearance node and a Material node. 
The Appearance Nod'! 
The Appearance node specifies appearance attributes and can be used a field value of the 
appearance field in the Shape node. 
Appearance { 
material NULL# exposedField SFNode 
texture NULL# exposedField SFNode 
texture'Transfottn N ·LL # tixposedheld SFNode 
16 
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The value of the material field can be a Mat ·rinl no ,i, 
equivalent to a default, glowing whit· material. 
The Material Node 
The Material Node specifies the material rtributes and can be used as a value to the 
material field of the Appearance node. It basicall contains fields used to modify the 
material of the object such as ambient intensity, diffuse and emissive color, shininess, and 
transparency etc. 
The Primitive Shapes as geometry field value 
There are some primitive shapes defined in VRML that can be acted as the valu for th' 
geometry field in the Shape node. Their nodes include: 
o The Cone Node 
o The Box Node 
o The Cylinder Node 
o The Sphere Node 
The Group Node 
The Group node is used to group specific object in the world to make them as one ntity. 
There is a field childrenl] which specifie a list of child node to be included in the group. 
Usually, the children will be other group nodes. 
17 
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2.2.2 Positioning, Rotating and Scaling Shnp~'8 
In VRML, shapes are built centered around th" ori•,,.in n, 
coordinate systems can be created with a world. "'ll h ee 'f~i ait~ sv~tem is positioned, or 
translated relative to another coordinates stem. When a new coordinate system is 
relative to another, we say that the new oordinate system is a child coordinate system 
that is nested within the parent coordinate system. Moreover, that parent coordinate 
system can also be nested by other parent. Hence this parent-child relationship creates a 
family tree of coordinate systems. The root of this tree is the world coordinate system, 
which encompasses everything in the world. When a shape is translated, it is moved 
relative to the world coordinate system. The power of this concept is that, you can er eat · 
each piece of the world independently. Each shape created is built within its own 
coordinate system. Then several such systems can be grouped together within a parent , 
coordinate system. The parent can then be grouped with other shapes to form a lure r 
parent coordinate systems, and so on. 
When a new coordinate system is created with a Transform node it contain the 
appropriate fields for translating, rotating and even scaling the object in that co rdinat 
system. For translation, we specify the trans lation distance in the X, Y and Z directions 
between the parents origin and the new coordinate system's origin. When dealing if 
rotation, the values of the rotation field in the Transform node can be modified if 
required. How v r we have to rpecify both the rotation axis and the rotation angle and 
direction in order to ma e an object t rotate in a coordinate y itern. The following table 
shows ome iommon rotation axe : 
18 
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""'"'""'""""""'''"'''"'" "' "'' '""' " "" 
Out along the Z axis 0.0 0.0 1.0 
To the right along the X axis l .0 0.0 0.0 
' Up on the Y axis 
- ... 
Table 1: Values of some rotation axes 
The rotation angles are specified in radians. The angles can be positive or nc 1at:ive, 
depending on the direction you want to rotate the object with respect to the rotation axis 
specified. By default, the center of rotation is located at the origin of that coordinate 
system. However, it can also be specified. 
Sometimes it may be necessary to scale the size of the object created This can be ea ily 
accomplished in VRML by modifying the value of the scale field within the Transf rm 
node. VRML is able to scale a coordinate system, increasing or decreasing its ize 
relative to their parent coordinate system. ln this way, the shapes built within that 
coordinate system can also be scaled. To perform scaling, the scale factors of the three 
axis have to be specified. This mean that you can scale an object differently on each 
axis. User can also specify a scalecenter other than the origin as it is the case with 
rotation. 
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2.2.3 lnlining Files 
rt is very common that different objects are er ared in d'fi0~-t ~v~1'ld and in different 
files. The most trivia advantage is that those obj t can be reused easily. For example, it 
is a good idea to built a door in one VRML file, since there is a great chance that it will 
be used by several buildings, so that whenever a building needs that door, user can use 
that. Another advantage is that when one of the objects is complex and is made up of a 
Jot of different objects; it will be hard to manage when user build all objects in the same 
file. 
Any YRML file can be inclined using an inline node. The location of the fill: to be inlin d 
is specified in the URL field in the Inline node. The URL tells the browser wh r tog 't 
the file, and can indicate files on the Web or on the local hard drive. Moreover the lnlino 
node includes fields in which the size and center of a bounding box for the inlined file 
can be specified. The bounding box provides the benefit of delay reading, so that when 
the bounding box is outside a certain range from the viewer, the inlined file i not load 
until the viewer is within the range, so can save the time of downloading the files until it 
is really needed. 
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2.2.4 Using Faces in Building Shapes 
The primitive geometry nodes predefined in VRML ~4ln 'b0 us~<'.<! t@ @f~~te various simple 
shapes, but they may not be enough if more complex objects are going to build. 
Sometimes it is quite difficult to construct irregular shapes using that primitive geometry. 
For example, in developing our project, we have encountered many cases that are not 
satisfactory when using basic shapes to construct because they are not realistic enough in 
this way. Fortunately, VRML provides a very flexible set of nodes for users to construct 
geometries using points, lines, and faces. 
A VRML face is a flat shape like a square or triangle. A.face set is a collection of th· e 
faces. ln order to build a face, it is required to specify the perimeter of the fo us mg a 
of coordinates. The area within the face is filled and shaded to make it looks like solid. In 
building faces like this, we need to build a list of coordinate indexes each with a 
corresponding coordinate in X, Y, Z. The VRML browser will automatically connect 
those points together according to the order of the indexe . Then the perimet r i clo ed 
by connecting the last coordinate back to the first one. The area formed within will be 
filled. For example, if a square face is required, the coordinate for the four comers are 
shown in the following table: 
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Coordinate Index 
3 
1.0 -1.0 0.0 
0 
2 
.. ,, ················· ····-····-·············· 
-1.0 1.0 0.0 
Table 2: The coordinates for the four comers of a square 
To build a square, a sequence of index can be defined such as, 0,1,2,3. The VRML 
browser will then follow the sequence to find out the corresponding coordinates, and th 'n 
join them together in that order. lt is recommended to build faces using coordinate 
indexes listed in counterclockwise order. Since only the front face is drawn to e • 
processing time, there is a convention that the front of the face is the side of the face ou 
see if its perimeter is traced in counterclockwise. Building 30 shape using 
lndexedfaceset is simply building more faces and joining them together. VRML enables 
us to mark the end of one face and the beginning of the next by u ing the pe ial 
coordinate index-I. With the help of Indexedfaceset a lot of complex objects can be 
built efficiently and look realistic without having to join primitive geometry together. 
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2.2.5 Elevation Grids 
In building virtual worlds, sometimes it is ne ess arv 't, 
For example, in our project we have to build a lands(mp f!he ~pµ_s so that various 
buildings can be put onto it to constitute a realistic model. Although the lndexedFaceSet 
node provides an efficient way in buil · ng different shapes, the landscape may often 
covers a large area, and so making up an index with all corresponding XYZ coordinates 
will be a time-consuming and non-efficient process. However, VRML provides the 
ElevationGrid node designed specifically to build terrain grids and landscape. Using this 
node, we only have to specify the dimension of the terrain grid, the spacing between grid 
points and the elevation at each grid point. Faces are then automatically created for en h 
grid square to create the terrain grid. 
There are fields within the ElevationGrid node that are allowed to change the field 
values, such as the xDimension, xSpacing, zDimension, zSpacing and the height, which 
is the elevation. It is important to node that the spacing between grid points can greatly 
influence the quality of the shape created. For example, consider the following figures 
which shows a puddle splash built by using a lOxlO(fig (a))elevation grid and a 40x40 
elevation grid (fig(b)). 
(a) (b) 
Fig (a) A puddle splash having I Ox.JO grid elevation grid and (b) having a 40x40 grid 
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smoother, realistic model is the re ult of us ing more grid. M ~ '0¥©'1'~ ene drawback in 
using more grids is that more faces are actually used to make up the model, and so more 
time is needed in processing, which ma slow things down. 
2.2.6 Level of Detail (LOD) 
As more and more objects are built within the world, it will take the browser longer and 
longer time to display them on the screen. Consequently, if the model gets even bigger. 
the browser will spend almost all the time processing and have not enough to displn th 
objects, and cause the world seems to be not moving at all. We must keep the balnn ' 
between lots of details for maximum realism and quick drawing for maximum 
interactivity. 
However, there is a technique which can solve the problem. In real life, when something 
is far enough, you cannot see as much detail as it is clo e to you. Therefore in our irtual 
world, we can a high detail object with a low detail one when it is far away from the 
viewer. Objects that are really far away need not to be drawn at all. 1n thi wa the 
browser will have less polygons to draw, and so can increase the interactivity. In VRML 
this technique can be applied using the LOD (level of detail) node 
In order to implement L Don an object, first of all several different versions of the 
object with various d tails hove to be created. After that, those hape can be enclo ed 
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hich are used 
where to display the other versions of the object based on how far away the viewer is 
from the object. The distance between the viewer and a shape is called the range. The 
first value in the range field specify the distance at which to switch from the first to the 
second version of the shape, and so on. 
2.2. 7 Controlling Viewpoint 
If a world contains only one object, it would be fine to let users to interact with the object 
freely without any help. However, when the world is getting bigger with more objects 
added to it, the user may find it hard to navigate in the world. The may lose their way'. 
where they cannot find a particular object in the world. Therefore, a lot of time will b 
wasted in finding information within the world, and interactivity may lose most of its 
benefits. In order to overcome this, some sort of guidance should be available in order to 
help users in finding what they need quickly and efficiently. A good way is to set up 
predefined viewpoints in the world. Every time the world is loaded, the brow er 
automatically positions the viewer at the predefined viewpoint position and the viewer is 
allowed to navigate from that point. The viewpoints can then act as reference points in 
the world so that the viewer still got some points to relate to if they are lost. 
In VRML. viewpoints are controlled by Viewpoint nodes that specify a viewing lo ati n 
within a coordinate system. There is also a viewpoint stack, which is maintained by the 
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the one the browser uses to control the position 11nd orI@qnf 
when the coordinate system of the current viewpoint glmn~ tJ, 0, ··he. viewer within this 
viewpoint is also changed as well. There is a. field ca.lled description within the 
Viewpoint node which can be used to give a name to a viewpoint. This name will be 
displayed by the browser in a viewpoint menu, which shows all viewpoints available. In 
our project, we have created viewpoints for all major buildings and sites so that when the 
viewer wants to look for a particular building, they can just choose it either in the menu 
button implemented ourselves, or use the existing one from the browser. Note that for 
some browsers, such as Cosmo Player, an option is available to set whether to fly through 
from the current viewpoint to the other or not. lf so, the viewer will fly through the path 
between these two viewpoints. If not, the viewpoint will be changed immediately a. 11 
slideshow. 
Apart from the Viewpoint node, there is also a node which is used the control the 
behaviour of the avatar. An avatar is a symbolic-virtual-world representation of a real- 
world person. The features of an avatar can be divided into two parts: 
• features that describe what an avatar look like 
• those that describe how an avatar can move around in the world 
Jn VRML, the Navigationlnfo node is available to control both a pects. There i one 
field that we have concentrated on in our project, which is the visibilityl.imit field. Thi 
field controls a range which is visible from the viewer. Anything which i out of range 
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will not be drawn. This technique can greatly redu 
at one time. 
2.2.8 Colours and Textures 
[n order to make worlds more realistic, not only the shapes of the objects have to be looks 
similar, but also the appearance of thos objects have to look like real objects too. As 
mentioned earlier, each Shape node contains a field called appearance, which basically 
controls how an object may look like through the colouring and brightness etc. VRML 
provides a node called Material node that specifies the material attributes and may be 
used as the value of the material field in an Appearance node. Some of the fields in a 
Material node include controlling for diffuse and emissive colour, transparency, ambient 
intensity and shiniess etc. Setting different values in these fields may result in quite 
different appearance. For example, user can make the object looks shiny, looks glowing, 
or even make it transparent. 
Although in some cases, the Material node can give a fairly enough feeling of realism, 
there are cases which need extraordinary amount. of visual details. onsider a tree. From 
far away, the tTee looks like a large greenish blob. When we move closer, a trunk and 
leafy canopy can be seen. More closer and branches and clumps of leaves are visible and 
so on. In that case it is impractical to create a complex shapes in order to represent this 
extraordinary detail object. Therefore a technique caJJed textur mappin e ol es which 
allows us to take a picture from the real world and map it on any hape in VRML" orld . 
Texture mapping can save a lot of time. VRM also provides a lot of option in t xture 
mapping just to make it easier to use. ... 
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VRML supports four of the most common image file fgn" 
used. Transparency images can be used as well. When an image with pixel transparencies 
is mapped to a shape, the pixel transparencies control transparency from point to point 
across the shape. Therefore, where on the image is transparent, the corresponding 
location on the shape is also transparent. The lmageTexture node specifies texture- 
mapping attributes and may be used as the value of the texture field in an Appearance 
node. One drawback of texture mapping is it depends on the architecture and hardware 
support of the machines. 
2.2.9 Lighting 
Lights in a VRML world are equivalent to the purpose as lights in the real world. Apart 
from the default headlight which is automatically created by the VRML browser there 
are other types of light sources available and can be placed anywhere within the world. 
VRML supports three node types to control lighting effect: PointLight, Directionall.ight 
and Spotlight. Suitable use of these nodes can make the world more realistic and also 
can also act as devices to highlight some important spots of the world. 
A point light is a light source that emanates light in a radial pattern is all directions, as if 
the light rays are coming from a single point. A point. light is created by specif ing it 
location in the world, it intensity and its colour. The light intensity can be varied from O 
to 1, and the colour of it Is controlled by ROB colour. A dtr cttonal light is one that 
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direction is defined the same way as defining rotation axes. The direction is the line 
between the origin and the second point hich is under our control. Directional lights 
also support intensity and colour fields. Note that the default headlights from VRML 
browsers are actually a white directional light which aims forward and always illuminates 
anything in front of you. 
A spotlight is a light aimed in a specific direction, and constrained so that its rays 
emanate within a light cone. In VRML, it is created by specifying the location, aim 
direction, and the cutoff angle and beam width to control the angular spread of the beam. 
In our virtual world, besides the default headlight that we were using, we have also put 
into the world a spotlight which always follows the position of the viewer so that it s 
position and orientation is always the same as the viewer. This spotlight is acted a. a 
torch in our world The cutoff angle and the illumination level of the light source can be 
changed using the EAI interface. 
2.2.10 Adding background and Sound 
To create efficient world backgrounds, VRML provides the Background node v hich an 
be used to control the sky and ground colour and may be set up a. panorama of 
background images a well. 111is node enable us to create an outdoors rr ironm nt with 
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the help of background binding. the background an tlh~ 1t e 1~s.,, a§- ,rtling to some 
events or as time goes by as an animation using this n1~'th00, 
The realism of the world can also be incr ased by the integration of sound by using the 
Sound node provided by VRML. For example, a background music can be created. 
Sounds can also be added that are triggered by circuits, such as the sound when closing 
doors, etc. In order to add sound to the world, two components are involved, which are 
the sound source and the sound emitter. 
The sound source provides a sound signal, and the sound emitter turns the source s 
signal into sound you can hear. In YRM-L, two types of sound format arc support d, 
which are the wav file format and the General M[Dl type I file. Moreover, there are field 
inside the Sound node which specify the minimum-range ellipsoid and the maximum- 
range ellipsoid that surrounds the Sound node's location. When the viewer is inside the 
minimum-range ellipsoid, the volume can be heard in full range, However when th 
viewer is between the minimum and the maximum range, then the volume will be fading 
until it reaches the border of the maximum range ellipsoid. lf the viewer L out ide the 
maximum-range ellipsoid, then no sound can be heard at all. 
2.2.l 1 Animation Position, Orientations and cale and the use of Proximity 
There are several components and nodes in VRML that allows u to put in animations 
into the worlds, These include : 
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• The TirneSensor node - creates a clock that ')~l '\ 
animations 
• The PositionTnterpolator node - describes a seri@~ @f 1 'e~i, ."t}~ns available for 
use in animation. 
• The Orientationlnterpolator node - describes a series of key rotations available 
for use in animation. 
2.2.12 Sensors 
The TouchSensor, PlaneSensor, SphereSensor and CylinderSensor nodes sense the 
viewer's pointing-device move, click, and drag actions for the shapes that are built within 
the same group as the sensor node. When these nodes are enabled, the viewer action are 
converted into outputs that can be routed to other nodes to trigger animation or enable the 
viewer to manipulate shapes in the world. 
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CRAPTER3 M ETHODOl,OGV 
3.0 DJFFICUL TJES ENCOUNTER 
The difficulties found while doing this thesis are: 
• To create a vnnl file, l need to think and imagine in 3D representation while 
having a 2D view. It took quite some time to understand the orientation of the 
axes system and that each object is being drawn to all directions from it's center 
of gravity. 
• To search for the most appropriate colour texture image and information which 
represent each of the planets. 
• To record and edit the sound files which pronounce the name of all the planets. 
• Making a letter with elevation grid. 
• Dealing with scale and distance ratio in the solar system, cause some are too small 
and too far. 
• Orientationinterpolar, making a good rotation animation is hard when you have to 
use both xy or zx or zy axis. 
• Sometimes, putting children inside children erroneously and trying to understand 
how the syntax works could be tedious. 
• ln lining a file at a height lower than or equal to that of the set avatar height cause 
the viewing level to drop to the bottom of the inline files. 
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3.1.2 JDS Max 4.0 
30 Studio Max, 3ds Max 4.0 is a professional object-oriented 3-D modelling, animation, 
and rendering program used for characte animation, game development, and photo- 
realistic postproduction processing. 
Users can create and save custom schemes that alter the basic configuration of the work 
environment. The modifier stacks let the user modify designs by undoing or altering any 
individual editing command in an object's history. You can reorder modifiers in the stack 
and apply stacks to other objects. 
An important workgroup feature is the RPF file format, which contains not only render d 
3-D objects but also 3-D metadata, including camera information, Z depth and oth r 
information. You can do extensive post processing on an animation without the need to 
rerender. 
The main reason of choosing this software is that the user can create animation in 30 
Max 4 environment and the files can be exported to VRML format. 
3.1.3 Sound Forge 6.0 
Sonic Foundry's Sound Forge 6.0 allows user to edit, record, encode, and master 
practically every form of digital audio including WA V AIFF MP3, WMA and c n 
0 files. Designed for professionals but intuitive enough for beginners, ersion 6 adds 
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a bevy of new features, making it one of the most 
packages on the market. 
Typical uses of Sound Forge include creating or fine-tuning loops and samples, recording 
audio from an external source (such as a microphone) or streaming media, and applying a 
desired effect on the entire track or just a piece of it. Sound Forge can also be used for 
mastering or remixing a recording and encoding into a compressed audio or video format. 
The main reason of using this software is the user can record and edit the voice according 
to their satisfaction. 
3.1.4 PhotoShop 7.0 
Adobe Photosbop 7.0 is the world-standard image-editing, photo-retouching and Web- 
graphics solution application. With its integrated Web tool application, Adobe 
ImageReady, Photoshop delivers a comprehensive environment for professional 
designers and graphics producers to create sophisticated images for both print and 
the Web. Moreover, Photoshop 7.0 expands the definition of desktop image-editing by 
adding new support for vector-based drawing and editing, improved tools for producing 
Web graphics.and an enhanced user interface, all to your creative advantage. 
Another two new retouching tools-the Healing Brush and Patch Tool-are best 
described as very smart cloning brushes that can make scratches, dust, and other 
imperfections disappear automatically. They work by blending the noi e or texture) of 
selected source pixels with the color and shading of the target area. The results are 
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spectacular: The user can remove unwanted arrifn ts\' : :· ~. - 'ts.,~"',,i...,.,,,, ,., 
shading details found in the original ima ... e. 
The main reason of selecting this software as it allows user to edit and enhance the 
texture image which the user captured. 
3.1.5 Cosmo Player 2.1.1 
Cosmo Player is a high-performance, cross-platform VRML 2.0 client designed for fast 
and efficient viewing of virtual worlds. Navigate and manipulate 3D scenes and bring 
your Web experience to a new level. 
Use VRML to fly through anatomy class, experience 30 data visualizations, or show off 
a CAD model. Cosmo Player is the premiere viewing client for VRML, with support for 
the latest standards. 
Whether on the Internet or in an enterprise, Cosmo Player allows web content creators 
and applications developers to add visual and multimedia elements to their work. 
3.2 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
There are many types of development model in the software engineering uch as 
Waterfall Model, Spiral Model and others. During the development of the Virtual olar 
System, the prototyping model is selected since it aJlows all or part of a y tern to be 
constructed rapidly to understand or clarify system needs. 
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3.2.1 Waterfall Model with Prototy11ing 
This methodology is presented in Pressman (6] m ny oth01; s 
books. As shown in the figure below, this model is ho~@ll 3S tt s ,aw~ a· 1 the 
comprehensive steps on what happens during the de elopment of the project and helps 
the developer to know the sequence of the event they should be expecting. 
Some of the advantages of using this type of mode] with prototyping are: 
• It ensures the developer is building the right system according to the 
specifications. This also enables the developer to conduct verification checks for 
the quality of the implementation. 
• It is easy to associate and identify each milestone. 
• This method is suitable to be used when there are uncertainties in the earlier 
stages of the project. 
• Prototyping enables the early involvement of the developer and this makes the 
development more accurate. 
• With is model; the development of the system can be back tracked if there is any 
errors found in the system. Any additions can also be edited without causing 
much time. 
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·-···-~-·- -e , 
Figure 1: Waterfa11 Model with Prototyping 
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CHAPTER4 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.0 INTRODUCTION 
System analysis phase involves information gathering and system's requirements 
identification. A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of something the 
system is capable of doing in order to fulfil the system's purpose. Requirement describes 
a system's behaviour and activities. It expresses the system and object states and the 
transitions from one state to another. 
Consequently, the primary goal of the system analysis phase is to distinguish the system's 
functional, non-functional requirements as well as the software and hardware 
requirements. The determination of these requirements are needed in order to support the 
stated functionality. Throughout the phase, the emphasis is to produce a user-oriented 
description of what exactly the system will perform. 
4.1 FACT FINDING TECHNIQUES 
There are various types of fact finding techniques. Here, interview and questionaires were 
chosen. 
4.1 .I Interview 
Interview is an important fact finding technique. An interview is a planned meeting to 
gather information from other per on. rt is a time consuming method but the be t ource 
of quality information. 
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4. l.2 Questionnaire 
Questionnaires allow the collection of data in a larc 
question format can give more reliable data. There are t\Hl ·t ~s tlf ~uoo·tklnnaires such 
as open-ended and close-ended questionnaire. Open-ended questionnaire allows 
interviewee write down their feelings, opinion on process. Closed-ended questionaire 
offers a specific response where interviewee only selects the answer by giving options. A 
questionaire was prepared for the VSS. (Appendix A). 
4.2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENT 
Requirement analysis is an important process. The acceptability of the system after it ha. 
been delivered depends on how well it meets the customer's needs and supports the work 
to be automated. If the analyst does not discover customers' real requirement, the 
delivered system is unlikely to meet the expectation. 
In general, system requirements describe a system's behaviour. It can be divided into 1' o 
modules that are functional and non-functional requirements. 
4.2.l Functional Requirement 
A functional requirement describes the interaction between the system and its 
environment. The functional requirement also helps to describe how the system should 
behave if it has any stimulation. The important thing is that the questions addressed by 
the functional requirements must have the answers that are independent of an 
implementation of a solution to the problem. 
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4.2.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirements are set of constraints thtU !l, )~ e ,, 1 u~~ -J~f~'le and the set 
of standards, which a delivered system mu t meet. This in§1uae. jftt~hi~~l user 
interface (GUT), which provides a user-friendly interface. The system should be designed 
in such a way that users wouJd not feel frustrated in using the system. Reliability is also a 
non-functional requirement, which the system should be reliable in performing its 
functions and operations. 
4.3 SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 
Software Requirements: - 
• 30 Max 4.0 (30 Modelling, animation and exporting to VRML 2.0) 
• Adobe PhotoShop 7.0 (Texture) 
• Sound Forge 6.0 (Sound) 
• Netscape Communicator 4. 7X with COSMO 2. I. I browser (Viewing VRML 
model) 
Hardware Requirements: 
• Pentium UI 800Mhz processor (recommended) 
• At least 192 Megabyte RAM (recommended for using 3D Max 4.0) 
• A 1.0 Gigabyte Hard Disk Storage Space 
• ther standard computer peripherals 
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CHAPTERS SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.0 TNTll.ODUCTlON 
After we analyse the system requirement, design should come int~ mind before we 
develop the system. Design is a creative process of transforming the problem into a 
solution or a description of the solution is also called design. It consists of two parts; the 
conceptual design and the technical design. A conceptual design tells customers exactly 
what the system will do, whereas the technical design allows the system builders to 
understand the actual hardware and software needed to solve the customer problem. 
A good conceptual design should have the following characteristics: 
• It describes the purpose of the system. 
• It is independent of implementation. 
• It is linked to the requirement documents. 
On the other hand, the technical design usually includes the following: 
• A description of major hardware components and their function. 
• The hierarchy and function of the software components. 
• The data structure and the data flow. 
5.1 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) is used for the user interface design as attractiveness is an 
important issue for this VRML application. In designing an interface, it must take into 
account some of the factors that influence the human nature. The Human Computer 
Interface (HC[) general principles of designing an interactive system is shown in Table 
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- ~fiJ!l!~R Principle 
Consistency onsist "11t filfifl!l'! ~·., &Q· , mMd input, 
input, dam @i§'l'>'l · 0· u ~election and • ~ 'e'...,,, ' 
placing of the control objects. 
Confirmation and Verification Message Ask for verification for any non-trival 
destruction such as delete a record. 
Recoverability Ability of the user to take corrective action 
once an error has been recognized. 
Forgive Mistake The system should protect itself from user 
error that might cause it to fail. 
Reverse Action Allow user to return to the previous state 
(before change). 
Functions Grouping Categorize activities by functions and 
organize screen geography accordingly. 
Simple Command Name Use short and meaningful code to name 
commands. Short name is easy to 
memorize and reduce typing. 
Responsiveness How the user perceives the rate of 
command with the system. For example, 
the mouse pointer changes to hourglass or 
display a wait message when the system is 
processing data. 
Context-Sensitive Help Provide relevant help topic for current state 
when user needs the Help system. 
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5.2 DATA FLOW DlAGRA-M 
Data Flow Diagram graphically characterizes data pro~~B, a:}a fta - in th~ system, lt 
provides further understanding for the inter-relation between the systems and sub- 
systems. Generally, Data Flow Diagram describes in brief system's inputs processes and 
outputs. The diagram shows the planned context data flow diagram for "The Solar 
System". 
User 
Main Page 
Animation 
Planet Information 
Pronunciation 
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CHAPTER6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATI ,1'1 ~, 
·~ .. i 
6.0 INTRODUCTION 
System implementation involves the translation of the software representation produced 
by the design phase into a computer-readable form. In other words, system 
implementation is a process that converts the system requirements and design into 
program codes, This phase at times involves some modifications to the previous designs 
into program codes. System testing verifies that a system solves the problem as defined 
by the requirements documents. 
6.1 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
The development environment has a very huge impact on the development of a system. 
The hardware and software chosen to develop the system are very import as they affect 
the speed of the development progress. 
6.2 HARDWARE USED 
The hardware used to develop this system is: 
• Pentium 4 2.26GHz 
• 256MBRAM 
• I 6X DVD-ROM Drive 
• 24X CD Burner 
• USB Flash Drive 128MB 
• 40 GB Hard Disk 
• Sound Blaster Compatible Sound Card 
• Microphone 
• U B Flash Drive I 28MB 
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6.3 SOljTW ARE USE}) 
6.3.1 Tools for system develo1unent 
The choice of development tools that are chosen plays a vita:l m141 in determining the 
usability of the system. Besides, development tools must be chosen with the development 
time in mind. rt makes no sense to choose a very sophisticated tool but not managing to 
meet the milestones in time. With this in mind, the followings are the development tools 
used during the coding phase of "The Solar System": 
Software Module Description 
WindowsXP System Requirement Operating System 
Cosmo Player 2.1.1 System Requirement VRML File Viewing 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0/ System Requirement VRML File Viewing 
Netscape Communicator 4.7 
- 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 System Development Image Editing 
Sound Forge 6. 0 System Development Sound Fditing 
3DMAX5.0 System Development Animation Design 
Microsoft Notepad System Development VRML Code Editing 
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6.4 PROGllAM CODING 
Coding is a process that. translates a detail design repn~, ~·~1 
programming language realisation. 
6.41 Coding principles 
The following principles were applied during the implementation of "The Solar System": 
• Coding conventions 
Coding conventions such as program labelling, naming conventions, comments 
and indentation should be adhered to. 
• Readability 
Codes should be easy to understand. Adherence to coding conventions such as 
naming conventions and indentation contribute to program readability. 
• Maintainability 
Codes should be easily revised or corrected. To facilitate maintenance, code 
should be readable, modular and as general as possible. 
• Robustness 
The codes should be able to handle cases of user error by responding 
appropriately. 
6.5 TESTING 
Testing is a verification and validation process. Verification refers to the set of activities 
that ensure that the software correctly implements a specific function. On the other hand 
validation refers to a different set of activities that ensuring the software has been built 
traceable to user requirements. Software testing is a critical element of software quality 
assurance and represents the ultimate review of requirements specification, design and 
coding. The objective of testing can be stated as follows: 
• Testing is a process of executing a program with the explicit intention of finding 
errors that are making the program fail. 
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• A good test case is one that has a high prob lbll!' •. ~ .~. -ma'li~ 
undiscovered error. 
• A successful test is one that uncovers an as 
Thus, testing is only successful when a fault is discovered or f1lilW'~ occurs as a result of 
testing procedures. Fault, identification is the process of determining what fault or faults 
caused the failure, and correction or removal is the process of making changes to the 
system so that the faults are removed. 
6.51 System Testing 
System testing is the major quality control measure during prototyping. System testing is 
to ensure that the entire system is validated, it must be combined with other system 
element such as hardware, end-user and databases. Testing is performed to ensure that the 
programs are executed correctly and confirms to the requirements specified. It provide. a 
method to uncover logic error and for testing system reliability. 
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CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
7.0 INTRODUCTION 
During the development process, several problems were encountered in hardware, 
software, interfaces and logic errors in programming the required functions of the system. 
Some of them were solved at the end and some will be solved in due time. The system 
strengths and limitations were evaluated by variety of users. Improving of the present 
system and potential enhancement are based on suggestions and evaluations result form 
these users. 
7.1 PROBLEM ENCOUNTER AND ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 
During the process of developing the Virtual Solar System, various problems were 
encountered. Below are the problems faced and how they were handled: 
7.11 No experience in VRML programming. 
Many errors occurred during the programming process and need a lot of time to debug. 
Usually refer to reference books, surf internet and get assistance from friends. 
7.12 Lack of knowledge in software applications. 
Genera11y refer to reference books, online help and friends to overcome the difficulties 
especially during the animation process. 
7.2 SYSTEM STRENGHT 
7.2.1 User-frtendliness 
The Virtual Solar System interfaces are developed through VRML which will work well 
with the Internet .xplorer browser and Cosmo Player. Thus, the Graphical U er Interface 
(GUl) provide user with an easy environment to work on. A standard set of GUT control 
objects su h a command buttons has been applied. Furthermore, the u er will only need 
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to use the mouse to click on the object to view the r~.1 a~ ~\i. h 
or value. 
7.2.2 No installation required 
The user can run the program directly from the source witliou-t in~tfllling the whole 
program. It will save user's access time to the program and also save the storage space. 
The total size of the program is approximately l .08MB. 
7.2 SYSTEM LIMITATION 
Every System has its limitation. Some of the limitation will be highlighted as follows: 
• The system is developed only for educational purpose. 
• It is not a web-based application. 
• The information provided is limited. 
• Basic but dull in interfacing. 
• No commercial value. 
7.3 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
There are a lot of new features that can be added into the system to make it more 
attractive and advance. Below is the list of some features that can be advanced: 
• Expand the system towards commercial orientated. 
• Enhance the system to be available online. 
• Widen the information scope of the Virtual Solar System. 
• Provide online help. 
• Allow advertisement to be published in the web site. 
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CHAPTERS CONCLUSION 
Jn conclusion, it can be said that the Virtual Solar S)!i'l@'U' , e.t :·t§@'b~·~@tive as a 
Virtual Reality application for educational purpose. The ~)11.'1~l - :§ eas.~ t~ learn and use, 
yet attractive to capture the attention of younger generation. 
Development the system is not an easy task. But, with the proper selection of software 
used, the development has been made much simpler. 3ds Max was used to design the 
animation as it would be much easier and time saving compare to the usage ofVRML. 
Furthermore, the 3ds Max file can be converted into VRML file and this will definitely 
save a lot of storage space. 
However, due to the time constraint, only minimum requirement have been included 
Thus, future enhancement has been proposed to improve the system. l:n addition, much 
experience has been gained, new knowledge acquired and opportunities available to 
practice some project management and communication skills. 
In view of the above, the objective for a final year project has been achieved; which is to 
give undergraduates an opportunity to undergo different challenges while allowing them 
the opportunity to experience the whole system development process. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE/ 
BORANG SOAL SELIDIK. 
(Primary/Rendah) 
Date!Tarikh: _ 
This form has 2 pages !Borang ini mempunyai 2 halaman. 
Please answer all questions accordingly and tick only one answer/ 
Stla jawab semua soalan dengan baik dan tandakan hanya satu jawapan sahaja. 
I) Have you used a computer?!Adakah anda pernah menggunakan komputer? 
r Yes/Ya r Noffidak 
2) If answer for (I) is Yes,where do you usually use a computer?/ .jtka jawapan hag! (/) adalah Ya.di manakah anda selalu guna komput ir? 
r H use/Rwl'iah 
r Friend's house/Rumah kawan 
r SchooVSekolah r Cyber cafe/Kafe siber 
3) W11at kind of operating system does your computer use?/ 
Ststem p ng ndalianjenis manakah yang komput r anda gunakan? 
r Windows r nix 
r Macintosh r Ljnux 
4) Why do you use a computcr'l/Kenapa anda gunakan komputer? 
r hut,e~nu_1iV 'hut,tMtiel 
r Ganes/l'ermaaan 
r urfing/Melayari lmerret 
r Stude /Belajar 
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5) How well do you understand the term 'multimedia' in terms '· ~ , ~i i :i 1' I 
Apakah kefahaman anda mengenai 'multimudta' dor! St\!( /'l ~· '~. ~ :t ? 
r Very welVSangat baik 
r Moderate/Sederhana 
r Quite welbBaik 
r Un 10-e/K urang pasti 
6) Have you heard of multimdia teaching package.?/ 
Pernah dengar tentang pake] pembelajaran multimedia? 
r Yes/Ya r No!rtdak 
If yes, please specify/ 
Ka/au ya,sila terangkan 
7) Have you tried using it?/Pernah cuba gunakan pakej pembelajaran? 
r Yes/Ya r No/Tidak 
If ye , why?Kalau 
ya,kenapa? _ 
8) Given the chance,would you use this package?/ Adakah anda akan gunakan pakej sebegint jika diberi peluang? 
r Yes/Ya r N offidak 
9) Given the chance,would you use thi s as your project?/ 
Adakah anda akan gunakan poke] sebegini dalam projek jika dibert 
pe/uang? 
r Yes/Ya r N o!Tidak 
l 0) I it seay to understand this project solution?/ Adakah senang m ~nggunkan solust projek int? 
r y "sf II r N o/Tldak 
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APPENDIX B 
SOUllCE CODE FOR THE V ... WELCOME PAG' 
#YRML Y2.0 utf8 
Viewpoint { position 0 0 20 } 
DEF B_Black Background {} 
Transform { 
rotation 0 0 1 1.5708 
children [ 
DEFT _Back Transform { 
children [ 
D F B Ani Background { 
skyAngle [ 0.2618, 0.5236, 0.7854, 1.0472, l .3090, 1.5708, 1.8326, 2.0944, 
2.3562, 2.6180, 2.8798, 3.1416] 
skyColor[ I I I, 111, I 0.750.75, 100, 10.50.5, 110,010,011,00 i, IO 
1,10.751,111] 
} 
] 
} 
1 
} 
D F TS Time TimeSensor { 
cyclelnterval 5 
enabled F ALS 
loop TRUE 
} 
D F 01 Back Orientationlnterpolator { 
ke I 0 0.2 0. 0.75 I ] 
keyValue[ I 000, I 001.5708, I 003.1416, I 004.7124, I 000) 
} 
Anchor { 
url " rbitin 1planet.wrl" 
description "Welcome To The Solar ystem" 
.hildr n l 
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material. Material { transparency 1 } 
} 
geometry Box { size 50 20 0.00 I } 
} 
DEF TS_Ani Tou.chSensor (} 
DEF SoundWelcome Sound { 
minBack 5 
minFront 5 
maxBack 50 
max.Front 50 
source DEF SoundWelcome AudioClip { 
url "welcome.wav" 
} 
} 
] 
} 
110 F TouchUranus Touch ensor { }, 
Transform { 
translation 5.0 - l.0 0 
children [ 
Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor 1.0 0 1.0 } 
} 
geometry Text { 
string "To The" 
font tyle DEF ·S_ Text ontStyle { 
size 2 
justify "MIDDLE" 
tyle "B LDIT ALI " 
family "PERP TUA" 
} 
} 
J 
} 
Tran form { 
tr inslation - .0 0.0 1 
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children [ 
Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material DEF M_ W Material { diffuse olor 0. 7 O O } 
} 
geometry Text { 
string "W" 
fontStyle rontStyle { 
size 3 
justify "MIDDLE" 
style "BOLD IT AUC" 
family "VERDANA" 
} 
} 
} 
] 
} 
Transfom1 { 
translation -3.8 0.2 I 0 
children [ 
Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material DEF M_E I Material { diffuseColor 0 0.7 O} 
} 
geometry Text { 
tring "E" 
fontStyle FontStyle { 
ize 3 
justify "MIDDL " 
style "B LDIT AU " 
family "V ~ROANA" 
} 
} 
} 
] 
} 
Transform { 
tran lation - .0 0.4 8 
children [ 
Shape { 
appeamnc' /\ppcnmncc l 
mat rial EF M_L Mot rial { diffus" .olor 0 0.7 0.7} 
} 
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string "L" 
fontStyle FontStyle { 
size 3 
justify ".MIDDLE" 
style "BOLDIT ALIC" 
family "VERDANA" 
} 
} 
} 
] 
} 
Transform { 
translation -2.0 0.7 5 
children ( 
Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material DEF M_C Material { diffuseColor 0.7 0.7 O} 
} 
geometry Text { 
string "C" 
fontStyle FontStyle { 
size 3 
justify "MIDDLE" 
style "BOLDJT ALIC" 
family "VERDANA" 
} 
} 
} 
] 
} 
Transform { 
translation -0.3 0. 2 
children [ 
hape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material D J· M_O Material {diffuse olor 0.0 0.0 0.1 } 
} 
geometry T Axt { 
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} 
} 
} 
] 
} 
Transform { 
translation 2.0 1.1 -1.0 
children [ 
Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material DEF M_M Material { diffuseColor 0.1 0.7 O } 
} 
geometry Text { 
string "M" 
fontStyle FontStyle { 
size 3 
justify "MIDDL " 
style "BOLDlTALIC" 
family "VERDANA" 
} 
} 
} 
] 
} 
Transform { 
translation 4.3 1.3 -3.5 
children [ 
Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material D FM_ ... 2 Material { diffu eColor 0.1 O. 7 O } 
} 
geometry Text { 
string "E" 
font tyle Font tyle { 
size 3 
justify "MIDDL " 
style " OLDlTALT " 
famil "VERDANA" 
} 
} 
I 
} 
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Transform { 
translation 0 -3.6 0 
children [ 
Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor 0.3 0.3 0.8 emissiveColor 0.3 0.3 0.8 } 
} 
geometry DEFT_ Text Text { 
string "Solar System" 
fontStyle FontStyle { 
size 3.5 
justify "M[DDLE" 
style "BOLD IT ALIC" 
family "ROCKWELL'' 
} 
} 
} 
] 
} 
Transform { 
translation 0.25 -3.8 0 
children [ 
Shape { 
appearance D F A_Black Appearance { 
material Material { di ffu eColor 0 0 0 } 
} 
geometry US T Text 
} 
] 
} 
D F TS Neon TimeSensor { 
cyclelnterval l 
loop TRUE 
} 
U
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field SFNode c USE M C 
field SFNode o USE M_O 
field SFNode rn US • M_M 
field SFNode e2 USE M E2 
field SF!nt32 i 0 
url "javascript: 
function initialize() { 
sign[O] = '0000000'; 
sign[!.]= '1000000'; 
sign[2] = 'O I 00000'; 
sign[3] = '00 I 0000'; 
sign[4] = '0001000'· 
sign[5] = '0000100'; 
sign[6] = '0000010'; 
sign[7] = '0000001 '· 
sign[8] = '0000000'; 
sign[9] = '000000 l '. 
sign[ 10) = '00000 IO'; 
sign[ 11] = '0000 I 00'; 
sign] 12] = '0001000'· 
sign[13) = '0010000'; 
sign(14] = '0100000'; 
sign[l 5] = '1000000'; 
sign[ 16] = '0000000'; 
sign] 17] = '1111111 '; 
sign] 18) - '0000000'; 
sign] 19] = '111111 I'; 
i =O· 
} 
function neonsign() { 
if (sign(i].substring(O, I )='O') { 
w.diffuse olor = new · olor(0.7,0 O); 
} 
el { 
w.diffu e olor =new SF olor(l ,0,0); 
} 
if (sign[i].substring(I 2)='0') { 
e I .diffu e olor =- new SF olor 0 . 7 ,O); 
} 
els { 
et.diflu e olor u n ·w SF olor(O,I O; 
if'( ign[i].substring 2, ) '0') { 
l.diffuse olor n W SJi Olor(0,0.7,Q.7); 
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else { 
l.diffuseColor · · new SF olor(O, I I); 
} 
if (sign[i].substring(3,4 )=~'O') { 
c.diffuseColor =new SFColor(0.7 0.7 O); 
} 
else { 
c.diffuseColor =new SFColor( 1, 1,0); 
} 
if (sign[i].substring( 4,5)='0') { 
o.diffuseColor =new SFColor(0.0,0,0.5); 
} 
else { 
o.diffuseColor =new SFColor(O,O, 1 ); 
} 
if (sign[i].substring(5,6) 'O') { 
m.diffuseColor =new SFColor(0.7,0,0); 
} 
else { 
m.diffuseColor =new SFColor( 1,0,0); 
} 
if (sign[i].substring(6,7)='0') { 
e2.diffuse olor =new SF olor(O,O. 7,0); 
} 
else { 
e2.diffuse olor =new SF olor(O, 1,0); 
} 
I ' 
if (i=20) { 
i =O· ' 
" 
} 
R UTE T '_Neon.cycleTime TO S_Neon.neonsign 
R UTE TS Ani.touchTime TO SoundWelcome. start'Tirne 
RO T ~ TS=Ani.i 'Over T TS Time.enabled 
R T T Time.fraction ihan ed T I Back: ·ct fraction 
R UT · 1.=-Buck. vo.h1e_clu111g ed T T_Buck.rotution 
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SOURCE CODE FOR THE VSS ANIMA 1 ION PAGl~ 
#VRML V2.0 utf8 
Group { 
children [ 
# Stationary Sun 
Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { 
emissiveColor 1.0 0.3 0.1 
} 
texture [mageTexture{ 
url "sun.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry Sphere { radius 2 } 
} 
#Generic lighting for ambience 
DirectionalLight { 
intensity 0.2 
ambientJntensity l .0 
}, 
# Several orbiting planets 
#The nearest to the most far away from the Sun 
D F Mercury Transform { 
translation 3.0 0.0 0.0 
center -3.0 0.0 0.0 
children Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor 0 I O} 
texture lrnage'Iexture] 
url "mercury.jpg" 
} 
geometry phere { radiu 0.1 } 
} 
} 
L 
~F Venus Transform { 
translation 4.0 0.0 0. 
center -4.0 0.0 0.0 
children hap· { 
appearance Appcamn· c { 
mot erial Mot. irial { diffus • olor 0 0 I} 
t ixnuo lma T xture] 
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url "venus.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry Sphere { radius 0.26 } 
} 
}, 
DEF Earth Transform { 
rotation 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.59 
translation 5.0 0.0 0.0 
center -5.0 0.0 0.0 
children Shape ( 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor I 1 O} 
texture ImageTexture{ 
url "earth.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry Sphere { radius 0.275 } 
} 
}, 
DEF Mars Transform { 
translation 6.0 0.0 0.0 
center -6.0 0.0 0.0 
children Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor 1 0.5 0.2} 
texture [mageTexture{ 
url "mars.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry phere { radius 0.15 } 
} 
}, 
D ·F Jupiter Transform { 
translation 7.0 0.0 0.0 
center -7.0 0.0 0.0 
children Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor 0.8 0.3 O. } 
texture: Image'Texture ( 
url "jupit r.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry Sphere { radius I } 
} 
L 
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DEF Saturn Transform { 
translation 8.0 0.0 0.0 
center -9.0 0.0 0.0 
children Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuse olor 0.5 0. I O. 7} 
texture ImageTexture{ 
url "saturn.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry Sphere { radius 0.85 } 
} 
}, 
DEF Uranus Transform { 
translation 9.0 0.0 0.0 
center -10.0 0.0 0.0 
children Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor 0.5 0.6 0.4} 
texture f mageTextu.re { 
url "uranus.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry Sphere { radius 0.5 } 
} 
}, 
DEF Neptune Transform { 
translation 10.0 0.0 0.0 
center -11.0 0.0 0.0 
children Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor 0.2 0. J 0.3} 
texture f rnage Texture { 
url "neptunes.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry Sphere { radius 0.575 } 
} 
} 
D F Pluto Transform { 
translation 11.0 0.0 0.0 
center -12.0 0.0 0.0 
hildren ho • 
upp ·n.ronce Appearan ·~ { 
mat ·rial Material { diflus olor . 0.6 0.8} 
te tore 1 mu T xtur { 
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url "pluto.jpg" 
} 
} 
geometry Sphere {radius 0.05 } 
} 
} ' 
# Animation clocks, one per planet 
DEF Clock I TimeSensor { 
cycle[nterval I 0. 7 
loop TRUE 
}, 
D F Clock2 TimeSensor { 
cyclelnterval 20.3 
loop TRUE 
}, 
DEF Clock3 TimeSensor { 
cyclelnterval 30.1 
loop TRUE 
} ' 
DEF Clock4 TimeSensor { 
cyclelnterval 40. 1 
loop TRUE 
}, 
DEF Clock5 TimeSensor { 
cyclelnterval 50.1 
loopTRU 
}, 
D F Clock6 TimeSensor { 
cyclelnterval 60.1 
loop TRU 
}, 
DEF lock7 TimeSensor { 
cycleJnterval 70.1 
loop TRU 
} 
D F lock8 TimeSensor { 
cyclclnterval 80. I 
loop TRU~ 
} 
D F lock9 'I'imaSensor { 
c clelnt r a19 .l 
loop TR · 
} ' 
II Animation puth , on' per planet 
~F Pinn tM •r u Ori•ntt1tiontn1 rpolator ( 
k • r o.o, o. 1.0 1 
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keyValue ( 
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0, 
0.0 i.o L.0 3.14, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 6.28 
] 
}, 
DEF PlanetVenus Orientationlnterpolator { 
key [ 0.0, 0.50, 1.0] 
keyValue [ 
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0, 
0.0 1.0 i.o 3. 14, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 6.28 
] 
} ' DEF PlanetEarth Orientationlnterpolator { 
key [ 0.0, 0.50, 1.0 ] 
keyValue [ 
0.0 0.0 1 .0 0.0, 
0.0 0.0 1.0 3.14, 
0.0 0.0 l .O 6.28 
] 
}, 
DEF PlanetMa.rs rientationlnterpolator { 
key [ 0.0 0.50, 1.0] 
keyValue [ 
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0, 
0.0 i.o 1.0 3.14, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 6.28 
D F Planetlupiter rientationlnterpolator { 
ke [ 0.0, 0.50 l.O] 
keyValue [ 
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 3.14, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 6.28 
' DEF PlanetSaturn rientationlnterpolator { 
k I o.o, o.so, 1.0) 
kc Yalu· [ 
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 1.0 1.0 3.14 
0.0 1.0 1.0 ... 8 
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DEF PlanetUranus Orientationlnterpolator { 
key [ 0.0, 0.50, 1.0] 
keyValue [ 
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 3.14, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 6.28 
] 
} ' DEF PlanetNeptune Orientationfnterpolator { 
key [ 0.0, 0.50, 1.0] 
keyValue [ 
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0, 
0.0 1.0 i.o 3.14, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 6.28 
] 
}, 
DEF PlanetPluto Orientationlnterpolator { 
key ( 0.0, 0.50, 1.0] 
keyValue [ 
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 3.14, 
0.0 1.0 1.0 6.28 
] 
} ' 
] 
} 
#Light bulb 
D .. F Bulbl.ight PointLight { 
radius 16.0 
color 1.0 0.7 0.0 
}, 
#Animation clock 
D F lock TimeSensor { 
c cleJnterval 4.0 
loop TR E 
}, 
# Animation bri hme and olors 
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DEF Bulbfntensity Scalarlnterpolator { 
key [ 0.0, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0] 
keyValue [ 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0] 
} ' 
DEF BulbDiffuse Colorlnterpolator { 
key [ 0.0, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0] 
keyValue [ 
0.0 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0.0, 
1.0 0.3 0.3, 1.0 0.3 0.3 
] 
}, 
DEF BulbEmissive Colorinterpolator { 
key [ 0.0, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0] 
keyValue [ 
1.0 0.3 0.3, 1.0 0.3 0.3, 
0.0 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0.0, 
] 
}, 
Anchor { 
children [ 
#Rotating ube 
DEF Cube 1 Transform { 
translation 4.3 ~ 1.8 5 
children Shape { 
appearance Appearance { 
material Material { diffuseColor I I O} 
} 
geometry Box { size 0.5 0.5 0.0 I } 
} 
} 
DEF Text I Transform { 
translation 4.287 -l.87 5.01 
children Shape { 
appearan ·e Appearance { 
material Material {diffuse olor .2 · 0. 0.2 } 
' rn try T -'Xt { 
trin "Stop" 
font, t I · FontSt I { 
Iamil "111/\N'lllT'' 
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size 0.25 
style "BOLD" 
justify "MfDDLE" 
} 
} 
} 
}, 
] 
description "stop animation" 
url "orbitingplanet2.wrl" 
} 
ROUTE Clock I. fraction_ changed TO PlanetMercury.set fraction 
ROUTE Clock2.fraction_changed TO PlanetVenus.set fraction 
ROUTE Clock3.fraction_changed TO PlanetEarth.set_fraction 
ROUT Clock4. fraction_ changed T PlanetMars. set_fraction 
ROUTE Clock5.fraction_changed TO PlanetJupiter.set_fraction 
ROUTE Clock6.fraction_changed TO Planet aturn.set fraction 
ROUTE Clock?. fractionchanged T PlanetUranus.set_fraction 
ROUT lock8.fraction_changed TO PlanetNeptune.set fraction 
ROUT Clock9. fraction_changed TO PlanetPluto.set_fraction 
ROUTE PlanetMercury.value_changed TO Mercury.set_rotation 
ROUTE PlanetVenus.value_changed TO Venus.serrotation 
ROUT PlanetEarth.value_changed TO arth.set_rotation 
ROUTE PlanetMurs.value_changed TO Mars.set_rotation 
ROUT PlanetJupiter.value_changed TO Jupiter.setrotation 
ROUTE PlanetSaturn. value_ changed TO Satum.set_rotation 
ROUT PlanetUranu .value_changed T ranu . et_rotation 
ROUT~ PlanetNeptune.value_changed TO Neptune.setrotation 
ROUTE PlanetPluto.value_changed T Pluto. ct_rotation 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
The Virtual Solar System (VSS) is a. Virtual Reality application that i\ll 'W." 1· .~e1: ·@ 
navigate in the YR world. The Graphical User Interface G I) pr vides an ~y ·t@ 
learn and user friendly environment. This user menu contain st p-b ~- rep guides for 
beginner on how to use the YSS. 
1.1 HARDWARE REQUlREMENTS 
The hardware configuration requirements for accessing YSS are as follows: 
• Pentium 250MHz proce sor 
• 32MB RAM 
• 32X D~ROM drive 
• 14" Colour SVGA Monitor (with resolution at 800 X 600) 
• Mouse 
• I 0 I Enhance Keyboard 
1.2 OFTWARE REQUIREMENT 
VSS requires the following software as its running platform: 
• perating system: 
Micro oil Window, 95/98/NT and above. 
• Web brow er: 
Micro ·on Internet ~xplorer 5.5 and above or Netscape Communicator 4.5 and ab ve, 
• uno Pia er 2. I {pr vided in th D 
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1.3 HOW TO INSTAL COSMO PLAYER 2.1 
In order to run the application successfully, the above software must' be h1<t:a1'li*i ,, 
by using the following steps: 
• Double click the Cosmo Player icon in the CD 
• A Welcome page will be displayed as shown below and click NEXT to continue. 
• Select YES to accept the Software License Agreement on the following page. 
• Choose the defaulted option at the Select Components and click NEXT. 
• Use the defaulted option at hoose Destination Location and select NEXT. 
• At the Setup omplete, click FrNlSH to complete the installation. 
Welcome to the Comio Pll!Yer Setup program. Thi$ 
program wil imlefl Cotmo Player on your compl.Aer. 
It i1 itrong[y recommended th!91 you ex~ al Windows programs 
befOfe n.r1ning this Setup program. 
Click Cancel to quit Setup and then close aey p1ogrems you 
have ruming Click Next to conti'lue with the Setup program. 
WARNING: Thit program it protected by cowright ~Md 
intemational tteetiec. 
Unauthorized repro<ilctioo or distribution of this progam. or tlr'\Y 
Poflion of~- ~ res\.M i'l severe civi ~ et~I pel'\aMies. end 
Will be prosecuted to the meximum extent possible under lew. 
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1.4 HOW TO RUN VSS 
t.41SCREEN1 
• ln the CD, open the VSS folder and click on the solars st m i n. 
• A welcome page will be displayed as shown below. 
• Click on the screen and it will lead you to the page. 
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1.42 SCREEN 2 
• You will notice that all the planets revolvin ' around th un. 
• Select the STOP button to stop the animation. 
• It will lead you to another page. 
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1.43 SCREEN 3 
• Click on any planets to view the information on next pa 
• Select the PLAY button to go back to Screen 2. 
) I :\VSSlothlllncpldnatl .wrl IAtcrmft tnlorncl I rplnror C' 
1"f 
()( 
Bo till 'fl(1ol Friort.o> Looi! ti~ 
os.d<. o @ ., \~~~ ~,aw~s w~ ~I~·~ fJ 
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1.44 SCREEN 4 
• Click on the planet to listen t:o its pronunciation. 
• Select BACK button to go back to Screen 3. 
• Click on PLAY button to go back to Screen 2. 
• To find out more about Cosmo Player, select the T" button. 
• To exit VSS, just close off die Microsoft Internet Explorer browser. 
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